It happened twice! Twice!

The wait is over; Jenga is coming to Tech

By Peerless the Cat
Jenga is his middle name

Jenga! Jenga! Jenga! There are no sweeter words to hear than those for fans of the world’s greatest sport. Jenga players across the country live for the moment when their opponent causes the stack of blocks to fall down, allowing them push their adversary aside and yell that magical word, “Jenga!” It truly is a magical word whose use is starting to transcend beyond merely the sport into everyday life itself. From bars to television broadcast booths, the word Jenga is becoming commonplace across the globe as it can be used in just about any setting.

However, ultimately this word has taken off because of the sudden popularity of the sport of Jenga. Each and every February, 64 of the best college Jenga teams compete in a tournament known as February Madness to determine the national champion. This year’s tournament saw a slew of upsets that destroyed most people’s brackets as the Barnevill Fighting Purple Dinosaurs, a five seed, held off an eight seed, the Chula Chalupas to win the title.

This year’s crazy tournaments gave hope to everybody that it is possible for anybody to field a quality Jenga squad. As a result, Georgia Tech has decided its time to embrace this fast-growing sport. Athletic Director Dave Braine announced this past week that Georgia Tech will field both a men’s and women’s Jenga team for the 2000-2001 season. Monalique Mullins, a former Jenga star from Unadilla, has already agreed to come aboard and be the coach of both the men’s and women’s teams.

“Having someone like Monalique as our coach will really help our program establish itself,” stated Braine. “She is truly one of the great Jenga players of our time and has a lot of insight she can offer our kids. Plus just the aura of greatness she carries will be invaluable to our team.”

The Yellow Jackets will play a relatively soft schedule this season as they are newcomers to the sport and don’t have a solid recruiting base yet. However, they do plan to upgrade their schedule in the coming years, once the program is established. With Monalique running the show, that should happen very soon.

Tech has finally decided to welcome the game of Jenga with open arms.

Coach Mullins will see to it that February Madness comes to campus.
WWF stars to take the field in gold as they make a run for the 2000 campaign

By Big Monster
Step into it!!!!

Stunning breaking news from the Edge Center sent shockwaves across Tech campus as the entire football staff was fired and the World Wrestling Federation was hired to direct the football program. Most of the current players have been released from their scholarships to make room for the players that the WWF entourage that is coming to the Flats next season.

The majority of the former players will transfer to Division I-AA schools so that they will not lose a year of eligibility.

Georgia Tech athletic director Dave Braine made the surprise decision under serious scrutiny. Braine commented, “At this great institution we believe that we can provide these great athletes with a great education that they assuredly lack, and their athletic ability and intensity is second to none.”

WWF president Vince McMahon commented, “We wanted to appeal to a higher class crowd, and we thought that some higher education would help us become the world dominating wrestling league that we want to be.”

In conjunction with the education movement for WWF stars, the cheerleading squad is now inundated with the WWF divas.

The new players that have been brought to campus include the Rock, Cactus Jack, the Undertaker, Sgt. Slaughter, and the Big Show. The Undertaker is expected to be the leader on the defensive front, and is looking forward to the opportunity to get an education.

“All you pansies out there in college football had better watch out.”

The Undertaker
New Tech defensive standout

Some football purists have been...

See WWF, page 30

By Josh Freeman / STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

This will be a familiar sight to Tech football fans this fall, when the revamped, WWF Jackets take the field. Minus the uniform, of course.
Next week: all nude ‘nique

all the stories will be about nudity. the stories will be written in the nude. the pictures will be taken in the nude. the paper will be put together in the nude. all nude all the time.

Horned Cocks

from page 31

“Go for the moon…"

The Savannah Bananas, who always finish dead last in the EG-16 standings, were also in contention to play the Jackets this year, but the Horned Cocks were easily chosen over them.

Bananas new offensive coordinator Mike Davis, who is well known for his constant bickering with Coach Nutt during his time as a receivers coach at Unadilla, was not at all pleased with the decision.

“Is a farce, if you ask me,” he scoffed. “Nutt is nothing. He only wins because he cheats.”

Bananas athletic director David Carl refused to comment on the situation. Rumors have been circulated that heated arguments have taken place between Nutt and Davis over the Tech game, but nothing official has been reported yet.

Emily Downs, head cheerleader from the Banana Splits, the team’s famous cheerleading squad, was also very disappointed in the ruling.

“I was looking forward to cheering on Grant Field,” she sobbed. Come September, it should be interesting to see how the Jackets will match up against the Horned Cocks. It will be a marquee matchup and should draw a lot of press. In fact Horned Cocks merchandise will soon be making its way to Atlanta.

If you haven’t already seen the green Horned Cocks shirts floating around campus you will soon. It’s going to be a great game. HC4L!!!

For more information about the famed Horned Cocks, visit www.hornedcocks.com. Do you really think this is funny?

WWF

from page 29

out in protest against the WWF regime, holding candlelight vigils in front of the Heisman statue. “I know that he [John Heisman] is rolling over in his grave,” said Tech superfan Paul Oliver.

The biggest change next year will be the jerseys. The football team has decided to wear no equipment or pads, except a jockstrap, and they will paint their numbers on their chest. Many things have been requested to be added to the Edge center, including tanning beds and an anabolic steroid i.v. drip. An endorsement deal with Gillette has been signed because of the body hair shaving that will undoubtedly occur.

NCAA rulemakers are already rumored to be clamoring to make new rules trying to curtail expected cheap shots and unorthodox tackling methods. Other teams in the ACC have already wet their proverbial pants in anticipation of the serious clobbering that they will have to endure this fall. Excitement for the Tech football team has never been this high.

Do you really think this is funny?
Jackets shun Hokies for Horned Cocks in BCA Classic

By Gloria and Billy

With spring practice in full swing, the Jackets are hopeful about this fall’s campaign, even though they will be taking on the endeavor with our 1999 Heisman trophy runner-up Joe Hamilton. They are returning many strong players from last season, but the team knows that this season will be a challenge. The challenge just got tougher, following an announcement from Dave Braine’s office on Wednesday.

Instead of playing Virginia Tech in the first game of the season, the Jackets will square off against the treacherous Unadilla Horned Cocks. The esteemed Horned Cocks compete in the very prestigious SG-75 conference where they compete against national powerhouse like the Macon Bacon and the Barneyville Fighting Purple Dinosaurs. The Horned Cocks have recently supplanted the Macon Bacon as the SG-75’s premier team at they have captured the conference crown in each of the last two seasons. Their remarkable rise from the bottom to the top can be traced to the arrival of flamboyant coach Houston Nutt. Houston Nutt

Horned Cocks Head Coach

Nutt was very pleased to hear the announcement that the Cocks would be meeting the Jackets. “This is a team that I think we can beat. It will be tough, because they have a great offense, and the defense seems much improved from last year,” he said. “The Yellow Jackets are something else. We have to be on our toes when we play them. You have to know when to hold ’em with the Jackets, and know when to fold ’em.”

Despite the Horned Cocks impressive records from the past, they are currently having problems within the team with some of their key players. It has been questioned whether or not quarterback Phil Ramos will start against the Jackets. He is still serving suspension time from a curfew violation which took place at the end of last season, and Coach Nutt isn’t at all pleased with him. Apparently, there has always been tension between Nutt and Ramos. There have also been rumors about Ramos skipping a practice session which Nutt is furious about.

“‘There’s always something with Ramos, and I’m sick of it. From now on, when he acts up, he’s not going to start. I’m not going to put up with his crap anymore,” snapped Nutt, when questioned about his quarterback.

Nutt hasn’t officially crossed Ramos’ name off of the roster yet, so for now, it seems that he will start. “Coach Nutt is known for giving people second chances, and that’s all I’m asking for,” said Ramos. “I’m not going to take a lot to beat them. I just hope that no one gets hurt.”

The Horned Cocks dwell in the tiny south Georgia town of Unadilla, which lies about an hour north of Valdosta. Don’t think for a second that the team’s surroundings, which consist of peanut fields (Unadilla is, by the way, the nut capital of the world), have inhibited them in any way. They have considerable depth, which will be threatening to the Jackets. Their rise towards prominence in 1998 was quite surprising and many thought they would struggle with the departure of the graduating Peerless. However, they stormed back to win the conference again in 1999 as Plaxico Burress stepped in to replace Peerless. He will be gone this year, but Nutt has brought in another stellar recruiting class.

Nutt was very pleased to hear the announcement that the Cocks would be meeting the Jackets. “This is a team that we can beat. It will be tough, because you have to know when to hold ‘em with the Jackets, and know when to fold ‘em.”

Despite rumors that he won’t be starting against Tech, Horned Cock quarterback Phil Ramos has spent hours powering up for the contest.

By John Orefice / HORNED COCK SPORTS INFORMATION

Tennis

Check out our Nationally Ranked Men’s and Women’s Tennis Teams as they prepare to Challenge for the ACC Title!!

Men

Upcoming Matches

Virginia.....4/1...Sat...12:30 p.m.

Miami........4/15...Sat...1:00 p.m.

FSU.............4/16...Sun....1:00 p.m.

Women

Upcoming Matches

Virginia.....4/1...Sat...10:30 a.m.

Maryland...4/2...Sun..11:00 a.m.

Clemson....4/15...Sat...10:00 a.m.

Virginia Match Promotions

T-Shirts to 1st 50

Free Pizza (Served at Noon)

Serve Contest & Baseline Contest

Plus Many More Promotions and Give-Aways

Merry Christmas, Phil. I never liked you, but congratulations anyway.
Tech fans, players shocked by new coach

By Krindy
Making comeback

Tech fans, players shocked by new coach

With the ACC Tournament ending less than a month ago, Tech supporters everywhere were shocked to hear the news that was passed down from Dave Braine’s office yesterday. The Athletic Association has wasted no time in finding a replacement for Yellow Jacket legacy Bobby Cremins, and a new coach has already been announced.

“We are pleased to announce that John Rocker will be coming on to serve as head basketball coach for the Yellow Jacket program next season,” said athletic director Dave Braine, in a press conference that took place via satellite.

The reaction from fans, team members, and other members of the coaching staff can be described in one word—bewilderment. Current team members refused to comment. They were obviously traumatized by the announcement, and could not muster words in response. Former standout Stephon Marbury was available for comment, and was just as startled as everyone else.

“This is just horrible; absolutely ridiculous,” said Marbury. “How can a team gain any respect in college basketball, not to mention the ACC, when their coach makes them sprint out onto the court for every game, growling and spitting? I can’t believe this.”

Braine rationalized the decision. According to him, the move was “the perfect deal.” The Braves were trying desperately to get rid of the mouthy closer, and the Jackets were in a frantic search for a new coach.

“We didn’t want to replace Bobby with someone lackluster…Rocker is definitely animated.”

Dave Braine
Tech Athletic Director
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